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To chase flowers and witness their withering is to practice
being present to a gentle exit: a blossom, flurry of color, then
a tender fade without a sound. A clean white slate. In the
master-epic Dream of the Red Chamber, the protagonist
dreams of reading a book of destiny that foretells the slow
and eventual devastation and obliteration of his entire family.
It will end. It does end. Perhaps, all one has, all one is left
with — all one is left wanting — is to experience the joy of
life’s flourish in full bloom; to watch the flowers take flight;
and to embrace their soft cascade as their petals fall back to
the earth. I am a flaneur amidst Saṃsāra’s dust.
Flower Flights is a continuation and development of the
flower series, Chasing Flowers, first exhibited in 2016. As a
collection of material experiments, the floral motifs remain,
while its surfaces and mediums vary. The question persists
—“how far can I go with this?”

YANYUN C H E N

if you were a single atom of carbon,

as an artologist myself, I connect the dots

would you rather sparkle from within a special diamond,

my observations are as follows:

or belong to a minute fragment of coal handled by Yanyun?

Yanyun’s eyes emit the pure sparkle of the most joyful diamond,
her works display classical rigour and reveal contemporary humour,

if you were a whole molecule of carbon,

the black of her charcoal hide an intense colour display.

would you prefer being affixed to her latest drawing,
or incorporated in a cornea cell near the corner of a collector’s eye?

I dream that one day we will download some kind of an app into our
optic nerve and we will see beneath the charcoal an intense display of

if you were a whole body of work,

moving colours — there is something so intense in Yanyun’s work that

let me suggest that you would aspire to be Yanyun’s

we will let it radiate for an eternity or two.

I write this while listening to Paul Simon and remembering that I’d
rather be a sparrow than an escargot

Yanyun’s greatest fear was that her favourite brand of charcoal
disappear she collected religiously the dust created by her practice,
and created some of her best works by sparingly applying her brush to
chasing the flowers that grow in the elusive space between her cortex
and her canvas.

Guillaume Levy-Lambert
Co-founder, Art Porters Gallery

Benediction
Weeks of sun draw a clutch of prairie
Perennials to unravel the blossom-heavy
Winds of entangled depths worn
Threadbare by repetitive surges of
Brightness among the dust
Building up to let down
What is worth is the seductive infamy
Of maladious undertones that rouse
The dimness into suggestions of
Praise in the staleness
That hold down the inevitable
Cocoons of cottoned blessings

Mornings of Never Return
Give pause for the songs of the world
From some poor mouths pendulating
Repetition as accumulation
Serving in the rhymes of a smile
In the face of malefic remonstration
Glance askance three across four letters
By a stretch of curiosity bounding over
Your shades of stemmed irregularities
More than the sages can or will
More than the wisdoms of the wind
Of lined clarity and bent realities
Determined to stand to a manner of order

Lim Lee Ching
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Poor Sky
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Melancholy or malarkey mark the
Inner sense of spurned affections
Misheard verses boating on
The pride of purpled cockscombs
Swearing by the lilied frigidity
Of Margaret fair far removed from
The remorseful bedfellowship
Padded by the knave’s sequinned promises
Mannered with entwined toes and
Cruel leaves by her side in the throes
Of a trope for vitality, adjusting for
The misheard echo of the poor sky
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Flowers I, 2014
Charcoal on paper
H63cm x W63cm

Dorian Gray, 2015
Charcoal on paper
H87cm x W69cm

Poppy Wall, 2017
Charcoal on paper
H100cm x W50cm

Rise and Fall, 2017
Charcoal on paper
H100cm x W55cm

云Clouds I, 2018
Charcoal on canvas
H30cm x W40cm

云Clouds II, 2018
Charcoal on canvas
H30cm x W40cm

Flower Flights I, 2018
Charcoal on wood
H110cm x W40cm

Flower Flights II, 2018
Charcoal on wood
H110cm x W40cm

Orchids I, 2018
Charcoal on canvas
H37cm x W12cm

Wingspan I, 2018
Charcoal on Japanese linen
H40cm x W110cm

Wingspan II, 2018
Charcoal on Japanese linen
H40cm x W110cm

缘聚, Of Human Bondage, 2018
Charcoal and chalk on wood
H130cm x W110cm
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